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change – what 

drives it?
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how can climate 

change inform a 

research agenda?
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‘…development that meets the needs of the present 

without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs’

BRUNDTLAND REPORT – OUR COMMON 

FUTURE 1987

……‘Where possible it also mitigates the negative 

impacts of previous human activity’

sustainable 

development
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‘…in corporate reporting including the 

concept of ecological and social 

performance in addition to 

financial performance’

JOHN ELKINGTON – CALIFORNIA 

MANAGEMENT REVIEW 1994

© John Elkington

triple bottom line

Easter island unsustainable development

Between 1000 and 1600AD 

a sophisticated society existed, 

building large statues called Moai.

“

“

© vtveen flickr
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Easter Island
(Karen mulder 2005)

© [Source Massachusetts Institute of Technology March 2005]

•Easter Island is located 3747km from Chile in 
the Pacific Ocean. 

•Between 1000 and 1600AD a sophisticated 

society existed, building large statues called Moai.

•The island’s trees were felled to transport Moai, 

for housing, canoes, to clear land for agriculture 

and for cremation ceremonies.

•Competition between clans and chiefs drove the 

erection of bigger statues requiring more wood, 

rope and food .

•Deforestation lead to land degradation, nutrient 

leaching, decreased crop yields, a loss of 

materials for compost and widespread erosion, 

habitat destruction  – the island ran out of food. 

•There was no potential for emigration as the 

nearest island is 3000km away. 

• Incremental change in critical resources was not 

identified until it had passed a tipping point

• ‘Group Think’ didn’t notice!
© Image Copyright© vtveen flickr

Unsustainable development
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conclusions
Sustainable development has twin aims: 

“living within environmental limits” and

“safe healthy and just society”

At Easter Island these were NOT achieved

• Limited resources were exhausted

• Clan warfare followed

Development of Easter Island was 
Unsustainable

climate change –

resilience
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climate 

change
Climate has always  changed 

but not previously as a result of 

human activity

© Jürgen Ehlers 2005 

[Acknowledgement http://www.globalwarmingart]
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[Acknowledgement http://www.globalwarmingart]

‘…carbon dioxide gas already released by human activities —

such as through the burning of fossil fuels — will 

continue to contribute to global warming and sea level 

rise for the next millennium.’

UNITED NATIONS INTER-GOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON 

CLIMATE CHANGE (IPCC) 2007

Human-induced climate change
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What is the 

challenge 

we have to 

respond to?

•Adapting to a changing 

climate

•Reducing emissions 

•Getting funded

•Getting re-elected?

© John Ditchburn 19/02 2007 -098

Climate change challenge part 1 

– mitigation FEB 2005 IPCC
•Development is a driver of human-induced climate change

•Climate Change affects development – often in a negative way

•Adaptation and Mitigation are strongly linked to development paths

•Key is to make development more sustainable rather than think about a more 

theoretical sustainable development
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Climate change challenge 
part 2 – adaptation

IPCC Copenhagen discussions suggest that a 4 deg C 
temperature rise might be a more appropriate adaptation 
policy driver than the 2 deg C target now underpinning 
mitigation policy

reinforcing 

causal loops
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tolerable or not 

tolerable?

resilient 

infrastructure?

© John Ditchburn 29/08 2006 -538

we’re aiming at 

a moving target
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set the infrastructure 
imperative

• How vulnerable are the current systems?

• Can we adapt existing infrastructure?

• Can we design-in resilience?

• Can we mitigate the impact of change on our

existing infrastructure?

• Do we need to operate our infrastructure in a

different way?

• Do we need to think differently?

•What about society? 

•What about the environment? 

•What will it cost?

• Should we manage asset systems not just assets?

one of two 
dimensions 
of resilience:

Recovery (“As you were!”)

Adaptation or transformation
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another of two 
dimensions of 
resilience:

Shock change

Cumulative incremental change

two dimensions

Major Events Regular Events
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Co-dependent with

• People

• Places

• Organisations
PLACES ORGANISATIONS

PEOPLE

resilience 

isn’t just for 

infrastructure
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adapted 

from ipcc
Feb 2005

Increasing 

Resilience

FEB 2005

IPCC
• Integrate climate change into 
development strategies

•Make development climate friendly 

(with low Green House Gas emission 

economies)

•Climate-proofing (resilience against 

climate variability and 

climate change)

•Enhance capacity 

for adaptation and 

mitigation
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We cannot do 
everything at once

Do we understand 
how different 
infrastructure is 
vulnerable to 
different impacts?

priorities

causal loops
•We need to monitor progress 

•We need to learn as we go
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industry needs…
• To un-learn linear thinking and think differently

• To accept that the future will not simply be a continuation of the past

• To develop approaches to risk management that allow for uncertainty

• To understand some of the possible futures our infrastructure must serve

conclusions
Sustainable development has twin aims: 

“living within environmental limits” and

“safe healthy and just society”

Infrastructure that helps reduce absolute 
levels of climate changing emissions 
moves us closer to living within 
environmental limits

Infrastructure that can cope with and adapt 
to a changing climate moves us closers to 
a safe, healthy and just society
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Greenland - Norse Collapse

cooling of the climate left Norse 

vulnerable-they failed to adapt.

“ “

© wili hybrid  flickr

Greenland

Norse collapse
• Norse settled from Iceland in 984AD during relatively 

mild climatic period – lasted nearly 500 years

• A complex economy developed to survive using 

traditional Norse practices but resulting in significant 

environmental impacts.         

• Society was ruled by religious chiefs with total control.

• The annual hunt was dedicated to gathering goods 

desirable in Europe for export, not valuable food. 

• Norse had increasingly violent relations with the Inuit, 

some men were killed. 

• Cooling of the climate left Norse vulnerable –

they failed to adapt.

• A reduction in demand for goods in Europe and an 

increase in sea ice led to the end of many trade links

• Famine ensued and settlements were gradually 

abandoned around 1300AD  

• 1350 ‘Little Ice Age’

• Last record of Norse settlement is 1408

© Image Copyright
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Greenland

Inuit thrive
• Inuit extend their hunting grounds

• Inuit extend their low density colonisation into 

Greenland as Norse retreat

• Inuit adapt to changing climate and thrive on the change

• Inuit have a resilient societal infrastructure and superior 

technology adapted to the climate challenges

• Inuit populations expanded to NW Greenland from 

Canada around 1200AD

• Norse leave in 1408

• Inuit have never experienced warfare other than 

skirmishes with the Norse

• Inuit live within environmental limits and have a safe,  

healthy and just society

• Their development is sustainable

Thank you
Any questions?


